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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this paper, we attempt to use a neural network to predict opening prices of a set of equities which
is then fed into an AI system to make optimal trade decision. The data for the neural network is collected on
basis of three parameters namely fundamental analysis, technical analysis and sentiment analysis thereby
mimicking the way in which discretionary traders make their trading decisions.

INTRODUCTION
Artificial neural networks (ANN) is a branch of machine learning inspired by the structure and
function of the brain. ANNs are capable of learning high-level abstractions by using a deep graph with
multiple processing layers trained with large amount of data. One of the real world applications of neural
networks is image recognition which has undergone a revolution due to ANN’s ability to find distinctive
patterns and features from noisy data. Unlike other machine learning algorithms, which tend to plateau in
performance with more data, the performance of neural networks scales well with the volume of data.

DATA FORMULATION AND MODEL PARAMETERS
We resorted to a popular machine learning quote, “Don’t model the World; Model the Mind.” for data
formulation. We wanted to emulate the way in which discretionary traders work and hence we explored
different indicators they take into consideration while making a trading decision. There are three aspects,
which stands out, and we formulated the data for our system based on these:


Fundamental Analysis (FA), which refers to the core financials of the company.



Technical Analysis (TA), which refers to different ways in which a stock is moving in the market with
indicators like trend, momentum etc., and



Sentiment Analysis (SA), which refers to the positive/negative sentiment that is prevalent for a
company or a country usually, obtained from news/social media.

For the purpose of the study, we have considered seven stocks from S&P 500 taking market capitalization
and industry diversification into mind. They are Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.A), Exxon Mobil (XOM),
Microsoft (MSFT), General Electric (GE), Walt Disney (DIS), Johnson&Johnson (JNJ) and JP Morgan
(JPM).

The table below explains all the input features that is considered for the model,
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Table 1: Input Feature for Price Model

We collected data for the period from 5/9/2016 until 9/12/2016 for the seven asset classes mentioned
in the preceding paragraph. We gathered the technical indicators and sentiment index from Bloomberg
whereas Quantopian, which provides Morningstar Fundamentals, gave us the fundamental indicators. The
first four months was taken as the training period for the model while the last two months were left for back
testing. The predicted prices that were obtained after training the model were back tested for the last two
months and the returns obtained during the period will be presented as final results.
METHODOLOGY
The system described below is used to generate the optimal trading decision (buy, hold, sell) for a
single security. The system can be generalized to trading a basket of securities.

System Overview

Figure 1: Simplified overview

Figure 2: More detailed overview

Model A – Price Model
The role of model A is to generate a prediction for the security’s price in the next time step(minute).
Model A will be trained with supervised learning algorithms using historical pricing data. While having a
prediction of the next price is useful, it does not tell us the optimal action to take. A simple strategy based on
model A would be to buy when price is predicted to rise and sell otherwise. However, we can do better by
providing the prediction to another model which decides on the optimal action for us. This brings us to model
B.
Model B – Decision Model
Unlike the training of model A, we cannot train model B (the AI agent) using supervised learning
approach as it is not possible to know the correct action to take in any given state. Therefore, the agent has
to be trained using reinforcement learning where the agent can learn the optimal action to take by interacting
with the environment. We will be using Quantopian’s Zipline backtesting to simulate the environment as it
provides a realistic trading conditions for our agent to learn the optimal actions. The next state returned by
the environment will be augmented with model A’s prediction of the next price, the agent’s current capital and

the features from the three feature classes (technical analysis, fundamental analysis and sentimental
analysis).

Figure 3: Interaction between model B and the environment
In reinforcement learning, the agent’s goal is to learn an optimal policy that allows it to collect as much
reward as possible in the long run. Therefore, it is very important that the reward is defined such that it aligns
with our goal of maximizing profit. As of now, the reward is defined as the difference in trader’s capital from
the current time to the next time step.
Model Architecture
The model has to be able to learn long term dependencies as a change in price could be caused by
events that happened long ago. To effectively model the market behaviour, we used long short-term memory
(LSTM) network for the price model. LSTM networks are capable of learning long term dependencies which
is something traditional recurrent neural networks have troubles learning.
IMPLEMENTION AND RESULTS
The methodology mentioned above was implemented in Python. The neural network was
implemented with Keras while backtesting was done in Quantopian, an open-source algorithmic trading
library for Python. The price model (Neural Network Model) provided us with predictions for (t+1) day for
each security which was utilized for back testing in Quantopian’s environment.

Due to unfamiliarity with the Quantopian library, we were unable to implement the decision model
which requires close interaction with the backtester. Therefore, we opted for a simpler rule based decision
model. The trading strategy that was adopted during back testing varies according to the risk appetite of the
trader/investor. We tested a risk-seeking and risk-averse strategy for the seven stocks for the back-testing
period from 07/10/2016 to 09/12/2016. In the risk averse scenario, the trader/investor will make a BUY call
for any security, only when the predictions of the stock is positive. When the predicted prices go negative,
the trader/investor does not make any decision. In a risk seeking scenario, the trader/investor will make a
BUY call for any security when the predictions of the stock is positive or when it the negative predictions are
within a threshold value, -0.5 in our case. When the predictions go beyond -0.5, no trade call is made.

We obtained the below results in back-testing time period by using these strategies,

Risk Seeking Strategy

Risk Averse Strategy

Using the initial capital of $1,000,000, the backtester invests a proportionate capital for every
minute on each trading day in a security that will give the highest return for a 30-minute window. The
trading algorithm will rebalance its investments after every 30 minutes and then reinvest the gains on the
same basket of securities. This strategy was repeated for a period from 07/10/2016 to 09/12/2016 and
the above results were obtained.
Both the strategies tend to be profitable, with risk-seeking investor getting better returns than the
risk-averse investor does. The transaction costs are set to be $7 per trade and the slippage spread has
been set to be 0.01, both taken in accordance with FINRA’s recommendation.
REASONS FOR EXORBITANT RETURNS
The high returns that we get through our trading strategy can be possibly explained through the
below factors:
 High Frequency Strategy – the trading algorithm executes about 25-30 trades per minute on
average during the two month backtesting period.

 Portfolio Rebalancing – the algorithm optimizes the portfolio weights every 30 minutes to
ensure that high returns are obtained from every trade. As a result, the algorithm takes note of
various market movements and ensures that its investment at that point in time can fetch
maximum returns
 Long-only Strategy – we only “buy” different quantities from our basket of securities depending
on its market movement. So, the gains obtained through these trades are aggregated and is
continually reinvested in the portfolio.
 Diversity in Securities – the basket of securities are chosen diligently to ensure that there is
no significant correlation between them. Therefore, at majority of occasions, the algorithm had
an option to make a trade decision that would give a high return.
 Backtesting Period – the time period in which the strategy was tested was from October to
December 2016. There were a lot of macro-economic changes during this period that greatly
influenced the returns obtained. The algorithm begins to gain significantly after US elections
during which the S&P 500 also increased considerably on positive market outlook.
CONCLUSION AND IMPROVEMENTS
While the prediction from the price model were accurate enough for us to turn a profit by utilizing a
simple rule based decision model, there are areas for improvements. First, the model could use a larger
dataset for training. This would allow us to use a more complicated model and avoid over-fitting. Another
improvement would be to use the neural network decision model that was planned but not implemented.
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